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The web framework 
for perfectionists 
with deadlines.
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WASTE 
bugs, QA returns, reworks 

needless changes, over-engineering 
manual steps in the development process 
build time, CI time, waiting for other teams 

backlog, work in progress 
unnecessary meetings 

etc.



WHY 
DOES THIS HAPPEN?
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HOW 
 CAN WE DO BETTER?



Describe ideal conditions for creating value 
then discuss the gap between “ideal” and “actual”







• Start with closest-to-done 

• Build one thing at a time 

• Refuse to create backlog

One Piece Flow



When a shelf is empty, 
a PM can put one item. 

When devs are ready, 
they pull the next item.

Pull System





• Record specific instances 
of quality defects 

• Perform root cause analysis 

• Discuss what quality means 
(often with other teams)

Self-Quality



Not sure that you're 
doing a good job? 

Alert immediately!

Stop & Fix





• Focus on customers to 
build what they need 

• Visualize actual issues to 
discuss the right topics 

• Invest in problem solving to 
create knowledge & skills

Learning every day
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Questions?

@aymericaugustin

qontoway.com

aaugustin

https://twitter.com/aymericaugustin
http://qontoway.com/
https://github.com/aaugustin

